EVALYOUTH PRESENTS
GLOBAL MENTORING PROGRAM
Phase III | 2020
mid-September 2020 to mid-January 2021

Application Deadline is 6 September 2020
For more information on the Program click here.

Why this program?
- To equip Yong and emerging evaluators (YEEs) with skills, real-projects experience & networking to succeed in their evaluation career.
- To support YEEs in identifying challenges and formulating an action plan for the advancement of their profession in program evaluation.
- To support experts in contributing to the capacity development of YEEs.
- To facilitate peer to peer learning and networking among participants.

How will it happen?
- 100 mentors and mentees/50 pairs will be selected.
- 4 months of basic and advanced mentoring.
- Individual mentor-mentee matches and monthly interactions.
- Virtual Learning Management Systems (LMS) to access materials, review content, and engage in diverse discussions.
- Peer to peer learning and mentor and mentees and networking.
- Certificate of completion for each mentee.

Who can apply?

MENTEES
APPLY HERE

MENTORS
APPLY HERE

For more information or if you have questions, contact us: mentoring@evalyouth.evalpartners.org